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Package name: com.ea.gp.minions Version: 11.0.3403 (927) File size: 92.2 MB Updated: January 29, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean, API 16) MD5: 9ea3091b7c807b30641130af286d65ca SHA1: a6612913e207695c398bfeb4aafcbdb4a34a57a Other versions of this app are not available! Petite Paradise™
11.0.3403 Description Editor's Review Join Slaves on holiday of a lifetime! Watch as a Petite, Phil, accidentally sinks an entire cruise ship carrying his holiday Petite friends. To save yourself, Phil must open a desered island into the perfect resort. About Minyons Paradise™ Minyons Paradise™ (Package Name: com.ea.gp.minions) was
developed by ELECTRONIC ARTS and the latest version of Minyoncenneti™ updated on 11.0.3403 19 December 2016. Minions Paradise ™ in the Casual category. You can check ™ applications of minions paradise developer. Currently, this app is free. This app can be downloaded from Android 4.1+ on APKFab or Google Play.
APKFab.com APK/XAPK files are 100% secure with original and fast download. Create a holiday of a lifetime for you and the Minions! Cute but bumbling Petite named Phil is sinking the cruise ship carrying his Petite friends, he must open a deseed tropical island to perfect heaven! Join Illumination Entertainment, creators of minions, and
EA as you take your favorite Minions on an incredible journey. GET A TROPICAL CREATIONER Set up the perfect Minions Paradise! Customize your island with hot tubs, hammocks and beach volleyball courts. Decorate with firefly trees and flower beds, electric eels grow up in banana bushels to harness power and create an island
paradise for their petite friends. EXPLORE HEAVEN The more terrain you reveal, the more fun your minions will be! An ocean full of water slide diving and waves as crocodile water skiing becomes an expert, throws mangoes in hot air balloons and travels over the giant island full of greenery, fun. SHARE your paradise with Kevin, Stuart
and Bob from YOUR FAVORITE MNIONS PARTY MNYONS movie! Make your-and-their-holiday dreams come true and all your favorite Petite friends. COMPLETE BAD MASTER PLANS, where there are Minions, joined in must be a bad guy to serve! Help the Minions working to complete Professor Flux's master plans. Help Flux
activate his dastardly schemes and earn exclusive Minion Level-Up Tokens to upgrade the abilities of your favorite Slaves! User Agreement: terms.ea.com For help or questions, the website. EA may retire online www.ea.com/1/service-updatesImportant services after 30 days of notice posted on Consumer Information: requires a
permanent Internet connection (network charges may apply); EA's Privacy The Cookie Policy and user agreement must be accepted. Must. in-game advertising; collects data through third-party analytics technology (see Privacy &amp; Cookie Policy for details); It contains direct links to the Internet and social networking sites for an
audience over the age of 13. Petite Paradise™ 11.0.3403 Updated Hey, Petite maniacs! This latest tropical update will delight new levels and game enhancements. We've also made some behind-the-scenes improvements to continue your island adventure. Thanks for playing! Read More Create unforgettable holidays for you and the
Slaves! When a beautiful (but incompetent) petite named Phil accidentally sinks an entire cruise ship, carrying his petite friends with him, he must turn a tropical deseed island into the perfect paradise! Join Illumination Entertainment and EA, the creators of their slaves, as you take your favorite Slaves on an incredible journey. BE A
TROPICAL CREATIONER Set up the perfect Minion paradise! Customize your island with hot tubs, hammocks and beach volleyball courts. Decorate your firefly trees and gardens, use the energy of electric eels and grow banana trees and create a paradise island for your Minion friends. EXPLORE YOUR PARADISE The more land you
explore, the more fun your Minions will be! Be an expert in crocodile skiing, throw hot air balloon sleeves and dive into travel slides with huge island full of greenery, fun and wave-filled ocean. SHARE PARADISE WITH YOUR FAVORITE MIONS WITH PARTYFilm MINYONs Kevin, Stuart and Bob! There's a party of your dreams with all
your favorite Minions. COMPLETE Machiavellian PLANS, where there are Minions, must be a bad guy to serve! Help the Minions as they try to finish Professor Flux's Machiavellian plans. Help Flux put his Machiavellian plans into action and earn special Tokens to level up and upgrade his favorite Minions skills! Be careful to create your
own anime character and have fun with pocket Sims with android sims in a new adventure by the creators of Ariane Gacha Life and have fun with this virtual cat Beware of the most popular virtual pet talking cat for Android and help her grow up her slaves on a desert island? That's the question Petite Paradise answered. Hop and Gru's
yellow minions watch their many adventures live on a tropical paradise where you are the master. The funniest shipwreck Begins when the incompetent Phil accidentally sinks the ship the minions enjoy the holidays. But it's not Tom Hanks' survival drama, it's an excuse for fun in Paradise Minions. Control the little creatures and make
them perfect. Party island. At its heart, Petite Paradise is a construction game. You need to go to level-up missions. In doing so you get to explore more parts of the island and decorative elements as well. Consider the Simpsons: Tapped Out, but swapping useful neighbors for wild rides and wild parties. The power of YellowMinions
Paradise has a wonderful aesthetic that jumps out of the films Despicable Me and Minions. The game has very detailed and colorful graphics, every new area of the island is guaranteed to delight and surprise with vitality. The sound is also notable for its resemblance to the film, the minions emitting all the funny little sounds. Another game
for Minion fans, Minion Rush has lost appeal, or if you're just looking for something different but evenly yellow, then Minions Paradise is a fun deflection. While aesthetic nails can be enjoyed by movies, fun activities and a simple game of all ages. Create fun parties with great movie aestheticsA lot of customization options When some
performance issues for the Myions Paradise iPhone are beautiful, but clumsy, named for the sinks that the Petite Phil took on his Petite friends, he needs to open a descensed tropical island to a perfect paradise! Join EA as you take Illumination Entertainment, one of the creators of miniions, and their favorite Slaves on an incredible
journey. This app includes in-app purchases. Turn off purchases in your device's settings. FREE YOUR CREATION Build Phil's perfect Petite paradise! Customize your island with hot tubs, hammocks and beach volleyball courts. Plant firefly trees, electric eels harness energy and grow in banana bowls to create a paradise island for Phil
and his Minions friends. EXPLORE YOUR PARADISE The more land you have, the more fun your minions will be! Be an expert in crocodile skiing, throw hot air balloon sleeves and dive with sledding. SHARE PARADISE WITH YOUR FAVORITE MIONS WITH PARTYFilm MINYONs Kevin, Stuart and Bob! Make your dream holiday
come true and join your favorite Minion friends. COMPLETE MASTER BAD GUYS PLANAll Slaves need a bad guy to serve! Help Phil and the Minions as they work to finish Professor Flux's master plan. Help Flux put his viable plans into action and earn special Tokens to level up and upgrade his favorite Minions skills!&lt;div class=show-
more-end&gt; the best games of October 2015: Minecraft Story Mode and Star Wars Uprising October was pretty rich for Android users who benefited from the release of the games... plus Minions Paradise game is a management game &lt;/div&gt;Simulation that brings an island full of slaves to your Android. It has a low difficulty level
and can be played by people of all ages, such as features fun minigames for adults and children. Get ready for the party! Visuals and animations, another application is lying, this game has a very interesting appearance and brings slaves of all kinds and sizes. At first, an animation is shown with an English narration (subtitled) and fans of
their slaves can enjoy pure adventure with these characters in a few seconds. It's no exaggeration to watch this game start and say it's worth downloading so you can enjoy a well-made view of the entire island. It's all so fun and colorful and dynamic, like these characters were playing in a movie. This requires a lot of processing power
from the phone, so it is normal if your device slows down a bit or starts to warm up. Control of the game is done with simple touches all over the screen and you just need to click on the balloons, make what is shown and wait for the results. Minigames may need to jump to the rhythm of music or even use an alligator as a surfboard, but all
these simple touches are done on the screen. Game DevelopmentThis is a small game of time management and simulation, so it's almost endless: you need to unlock various games and fields in this tropical paradise, and it takes a long time. Each mission has an expedited waiting time with gold coins; If you want to buy more, however,
take care and as the cost of real money is difficult. The difficulty doesn't increase much - that is, they have more slaves and spaces to manage, but skill challenges or even if you need to work hard to complete it do not bring tasks. In general, this is a very interesting hobby for any age, as long as the child already knows how to read or has
someone to help them. It is worth downloading and start playing this game. Since the gold coins used to speed up this process are expensive, there are tasks to expect, so it is good to be patient. However, this small game emerges as one of the best options for managers and those who enjoy simulation and just want to have fun. Fun.
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